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About This Game

Florence, the cradle of Italian Renaissance. The city is experiencing an unprecedented economic and cultural flourishing: will
your family prevail and control the city?

Lorenzo il Magnifico is a worker placement game, using three dice value to determine the strength of player’s workers.
Each game runs for three eras, and each era runs for two rounds.

During each round, you will move your family members through the narrow streets of Florence to acquire new territories,
buildings and heroes, to complete quests or to work in your domains and gain resources. Send them to visit the Market in order

to acquire coins, servants, military power or privileges from the city council.
But your clever plan could be screwed up by the Pope!

Each player must pay the required amount of Faith in order to avoid excommunication… or pay a terrible price!

After the sixth round, player tally their victory points and the winner will be the Signore di Firenze!
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Patch Notes 1.7.5:
There's a new build of the game! So what does it do?

 Cloud saves are now properly working in the demo app (this was also preventing any save data from being stored by the
demo).

 Both the full game and demo support running with either DirectX 11 or DirectX 9. If you have an older video card and
want to use DirectX 9, just right click INVERSUS in your steam library and select the appropriate option to play.

 Improved error message for when running the DirectX 11 version of the game on an incompatible video card.

I also have a request for anyone playing online! The INVERSUS networking tech depends on each player's computer generating
the exact same results. With the new addition of separate DX11 and DX9 builds of the game, it is a bit trickier to make sure
they remain perfectly the same (I'll skip the details of why). If an online game does ever go out of sync, it results in a "Network
Error Occured" message. Things look to be pretty stable, but if you do start seeing this error message, let me know by emailing 
support@hypersect.com so I can fix any issues!. December 2017 Tournament with Prizes!:

Registration is now open for the final tournament of 2017 and the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place players will all get a free copy of the
game to share with a friend for the holidays! Sign up and read the rules on Challonge[challonge.com].

The tournament starts on Dec 18th and will likely take a couple weeks as everyone coordinates their matches around their daily
lives. All coordination happens on the INVERSUS Discord #tournaments channel[discord.gg].

Good luck!. Momodora: Reverie Under The Moonlight INVERSUS Deluxe Patch Notes 1.7.8:
Version 1.7.8 is a very minor update. For players with the full game, this adds some improvements to audio quality on Windows
7. This update is also available for the demo version which hasn't been patched in a long while. It now has all the latest fixes, etc
that have been added to the full game.. Patch Notes 1.7.2:
It's almost INVERSUS's birthday so I think we should celebrate with a new patch!
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Thanks to Lyvo[lyvomusic.bandcamp.com], INVERSUS just got a brand new song! This is the first musical addition to
the game since launch and I'm told he will also be making it available on Spotify, etc in the near future!

The graphics engine has been upgraded from DirectX 9 to DirectX 11!

This should help solve driver compatibility issues some players were having (specifically with Nvidia laptop
graphics cards).

This also means INVERSUS will no longer support Windows XP or Vista, but as far as I can tell, INVERSUS
players are all using Windows 7 or later. Note that Steam is also removing support for XP and Vista at the end of
this year.

This is a large change, and while I have tested on numerous computers, I can't test every configuration possible
so please email support@inversusgame.com or post on the forums if you encounter any problems.

Fixed a bug that was causing motion trails to unlock later than expected.

Minor improvements to the Russian language translation.

. Patch Notes 1.7.7:
You might have noticed that the game just updated, but what did it do? Today’s update tackles a couple problems!

Reduced False Positives. Patch Notes 1.6.5:
Who likes bug fixes? I do!

Today's update fixes a very rare networking crash that you've probably never encountered unless you put your wifi router in
your microwave while downloading a full copy of the internet.. Patch Notes 1.6.3:
Today there is a small update to the game. There was an issue causing the game to fail to launch directly into exclusive full
screen mode (in contrast to borderless fullscreen which most players use). It should now be back to working order!. New
INVERSUS Deluxe Demo!:
INVERSUS now has a free demo on Steam! The demo supports local play against the computer and friends, while the full
game is required to play online matches and view the leaderboards.

 In Versus mode, you can unlock the first two maps and play with up to four players! Computer players can fight at the
2-star difficulty tier - perfect for learning the ropes.

 In Arcade mode, you can fight for a high score on the first map in solo play or cooperatively with a friend! Skilled
players will eventually hit a demo time limit, but good luck finding it!

If you're on the fence about whether INVERSUS is for you or just looking for something to spice up your next multiplayer
game night, download the INVERSUS Deluxe Demo and give it a shot!
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